hastily, raising his hand to his beret. The master was looking the other way. Bastide, very fond of him as he was, could not possibly stop. The private law which he had formulated for himself at the bottom of the slope required that he should reach the " pass blocked by snow " without a halt. He would have liked to be able to explain to his master that he was not imposing such an effort on himself just for fun.
So he kept his stride and did not allow himself to take breath until he was at the top of the street.
After that it was almost a rest. Louis had the right to go up the rue Muller at walking pace. To help his hoop to keep its balance, he could even support it gently with his left hand, with the tips of his fingers grazing the edge of the wood. On mountain paths the most skilful horseman dismounts and, taking his horse, however good he may be, by the bridle, guides him and helps him not to stumble. All this was within the rules.
When he reached the bottom of the rue Sainte-Marie, he asked himself whether he should go up the street itself or up the steps. He chose the steps. The other way was much longer and offered no opportunity of picking up new threads of adventure. So far as going up a flight of steps like this with a hoop was concerned, the rule to be followed was self-evident. While Louis himself used the steps, keeping as far over to the left as possible, the hoop made use of the granite curb. He helped it with stick and hand. It was a delicate manoeuvre, the more so in that the principal rdle developed upon the left hand. The hoop might escape you and hop backwards ; in a series of hops it might run away altogether and go and get smashed under a carriage. But, to avert such a misfortune, it sufficed to be very careful —in other words, to be very fond of your hoop.
As he climbed up the steps, Louis met a keener air, less tainted with darkness. The cliff of houses on his right rose in successive surges, following the rhythm of the steps, and at its peak still received a slanting but dazzling light.

